
Leading Tracking Technologies

Unlock the Full Potential of your Utility Scale PV Power Plant
The SoSy 1_70  single axis tracking system will produce the energy when the utility mostly need it.

KSG designed the SoSy 1_70 single axis tracking system to optimize the installation process, maximizing tolerances 

to allow for rough terrain, while requiring fewer man hours per MW. High Flexibility, easy installation, best CAPEX and leading LCOE.

With more than twenty years of experience in tracker development and commercial PV 

applications in the US, Canada, Europe, ME, Africa and Australia, we’re now delivering the new 

SoSy 1_70 single axis tracking system.  The SoSy 1_70 will bring the tracking technology to the next level, 

making it the top choice for utilityscale PV systems with up to 35kWp or 96 Modules (72 cell) per tracker.

Using drive components that have been proven over decades in the tracker business and the heavy equipment industry, 

each component is used worldwide to move megawatt of solar modules. Our competitive tracking system requires significant 

less manpower which means the SoSy 1_70 single axis tracking system boosts both, reduced installation labor costs and 

the lowest equipment costs of comparable tracking systems on the market today.

SoSy 1_70

Astronomical Control

Our astronomical control unit SolTrk was developed in close cooperation with 
the German photovoltaic specialist SMA Solar Technology AG and is fully 
integrated in all SMA monitoring technologies.

The motor torque control functionality reduces the mechanical stress for the 
tracker components and guaranties the highest safety and longterm reliability.

Single Axis Tracking



Technical Specifications

SoSy 1_70

Technical Specifications

Kirchner Solar Group
Solar tracking pioneer Kirchner Solar Group GmbH 
is one of the leading manufacturers of innovative, 
cost-effective, reliable and robust solar tracking systems. 
Kirchner provides its customers with 
leading solar tracking expertise. 

Established: 1991
Employees worldwide: 300
Worldwide installed PV projects: 16.000
Photovoltaic handling 2013/2014: > 100 MW
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SINGLE-AXIS-TRACKER

DC Power per tracker  35KWp 

    ( e.g. 96 x 350W )

Tracking

Tracking method   Single-Axis, horizontal

Tracking range   +/- 90°, adjustable

Backtracking   configurable to terrain

Tracking accuracy  0,25°

Night-Position   configurable -180° to +90°

Dimensions

Length    54 meter

With    4 meter

Height    2,2 meter (standard )

Configurations

Panels per tracker  up to 96 units max.72 cell type

Panel layout   2 portrait

String voltage    up to 1500V DC

Tracker per controller  2 units

Posts per tracker   9 units

Drive type   slewing drive

Tracker per MWp   approximately 30

Installations tolerances

North-South slope  6°

Post height   +/- 2,5 cm

Post plumb   +/- 1°

Post twist    +/- 2°

Additional features

Monitoring   real-time documentation

Over current protection  Yes

Motor torque control  Yes

Remote control   Yes

Warranty    5 years (optional 20 years)


